
From Apple watches to Fit-

bits, smart phones to smart 

TV’s to self-driving cars, tech-

nology permeates every aspect 

of our lives. Not only do we 

now access the internet doz-

ens of times each day to work 

or connect with family and 

friends, most of the time we 

do it from our phones. In 

2016, the world is truly mo-

bile. So why shouldn’t tree 

care be the same?  

We’re on a mission to make it 

easier for our clients to man-

age their urban forests 

through technology and we 

just got one step closer. Re-

cently, we adopted an exciting 

They warned us that El Niño was 

coming and the first week of Janu-

ary brought the promised storms. 

While the rain supplied inches of 

much needed precipitation to San 

Diego County, it also led to flooded 

streets and downed trees.  After 

years of drought when we so desper-

ately need rain, why did these storms 

cause so many trees to break or be 

uprooted and what can be done to prevent this in the future? 

Feeling Uprooted? 

Soil failures result when the required force to anchor a tree exceeds the capacity of the soil 

to maintain it. One of the factors for soil failure involves saturated soil from excessive rain 

or excessive irrigation.  Part of the problem is that our San Diego soils tend to be primari-

ly clay. The other problem is that wa-

ter restrictions resulting from the cur-

rent drought have left trees unpre-

pared to cope with adverse conditions.  

When it comes to trees, clay-rich soil 

should be watered less frequently and 

for a longer duration to encourage the 

formation of deeper root systems. 

Deep root systems in turn assist in 

stabilizing soil. Watering for shorter 

periods of time, even if it’s more frequently, can cause trees to develop shallow root sys-

tems, which, when saturated by multiple rainfalls, may result in soil failure.  One way to 

prepare for El Niño or even El Niño-type storms is to ensure that your irrigation regime 

is appropriate for the area.  

Whole or partial tree failures occur when tree trunks or branches are subjected to forces 

strong enough to exceed the strength of the stem. Sometimes these failures can be pre-
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dicted by a careful inspection of the trees in question, and certain tree species are more 

susceptible to breakage than others. Silk Oak (not a true oak) has very weak wood prone 

to breakage even in years with no strong storms. Sweet gums and many pines are also 

weak wooded. You can find information on wood strength at the Urban Forest Ecosystem 

institute website Select-A-Tree: https://selectree.calpoly.edu/  

The prudent course of  action is to implement a regular 
documented tree inspection program  

The information gleaned from inspections 

can help you make decisions about your 

urban forest that will keep it both safe and 

healthy. A regular inspection of trees will 

help you identify tree hazards that exist on 

your property and aid in developing miti-

gation strategies. It has been recommend-

ed that trees be inspected at least annually 

during years of normal weather. In El Ni-

ño years, those inspections should be-

come more frequent. Implement an in-

spection protocol before storms arrive.  

During the inspection, 
 examine all sides of  the tree and look specifically for cracks in large 

branches and any leaning trunks. Also important during the inspection is to  

 examine the soil around trees, especially leaning trees. Many times 

the soil will show signs of failure by cracking. You may even see tree roots that are 
broken.  

 Document these conditions with photographs and notes.   

After a storm, it’s time to re-inspect trees using your notes 

and photos as reference. For instance, a photo may show 

that a leaning tree has moved since the storm and now 

needs to be addressed. Conversely, a tree with a lean may 

turn out to be in exactly the same position and can be left 

alone to weather the next storm.  

Much of the time, pruning a few branches will prevent a 

future tree failure and allow the tree to be enjoyed for 

years to come. Don’t wait for the next set of storms to 

come. Implement a proactive tree inspection program 

now and you won’t have to worry at all about El Niño.  

- Tim Clancy, GPS/GIS Tree Inventory Manager  
 

new technology that will allow 

our customers to view all their 

properties’ trees on an inter-

active GPS map (like Google 

or Apple Maps), access a 

complete history of work per-

formed on each tree, and view 

and approve proposals 24 

hours a day from an app on 

their iPhone. It can be done 

from a desktop too but who 

uses a desktop anymore?   

Also new this year are two 

talented FSTC team mem-

bers, Tim Clancy and Neemi-

as (“Nem”) Costa. Tim, who 

wrote this month’s Treetise, 

has decades of experience in 

the tree care industry as well 

as an impressive array of cre-

dentials. As our GPS/GIS 

Tree Inventory Manager, Tim 

will assist in bringing all our 

clients over to the new      

technology.  

Nem will be able to draw on 

years of experience in organi-

zational leadership as he joins 

our team of Account        

Managers.  

A warm welcome to them 

both.  
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